WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY

RELIABLE, SHIELD-FREE VNDS AND GSM/UMTS/LTE/NB/çon

FANLESS INDUSTRIAL COMPUTERS

- Rugged Box PCs for automation industry
- Perfect graphic performance
- High performance ZOE-M8x for size optimized devices
- Built in sensors for navigation without sky view (NEO-M8L/U)
- Assisted GNSS: for all systems
- Form factors: MAX, NEO, LEA, EVA, ZOE, SAM, CAM, ZED
- Made in Switzerland
- U-BLOX M9/M8/8/7/6 MODULES ARE PIN COMPATIBLE (L1/L2/L5) to correct errors caused by the ionosphere and delivers fast TTFF.

ISO Cards, Key Fobs, Wrist Bands, PET laminates RFID system

u-blox is a pioneer in the just born Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communication with a focus on high reliability, seamless global and local approvals, including ATEX

- Only 6.5x6.5mm BLE 5.0 Ultra compact (10x14x3.8mm) NINA-W modules,
- Dual-Mode WiFi 5, Classic BT, BT 4.1 in one host module

- NINA Series Available with uCS and Antenna module

- U-BLOX M9/M8/8/7/6 MODULES ARE PIN COMPATIBLE (L1/L2/L5) to correct errors caused by the ionosphere and delivers fast TTFF.

START NOW

NEXT LEVEL OF POSITIONING

High performance ZOE-M8x for size optimized devices

Built in sensors for navigation without sky view (NEO-M8L/U)

Assisted GNSS: for all systems

Form factors: MAX, NEO, LEA, EVA, ZOE, SAM, CAM, ZED

Research and development, Advanced and low cost products for automotive, industrial and consumer electronics.
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- U-BLOX M9/M8/8/7/6 MODULES ARE PIN COMPATIBLE (L1/L2/L5) to correct errors caused by the ionosphere and delivers fast TTFF.
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High performance ZOE-M8x for size optimized devices

Built in sensors for navigation without sky view (NEO-M8L/U)

Assisted GNSS: for all systems

Form factors: MAX, NEO, LEA, EVA, ZOE, SAM, CAM, ZED

Research and development, Advanced and low cost products for automotive, industrial and consumer electronics.
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